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We obtain bounds as a function of n, for the number of real solutions of the
random algebraic equation n a x j s K where the coefficients a 's are inde-js0 j n j
pendent random variables and K is a sequence of real numbers with suitablyn
specified growth. Both cases of finite and infinite variances are considered. When
all K are set to a constant K it is shown how these bounds on the number of realn
solutions are a decreasing function of K. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .Let V, A, Pr be a fixed probability space and a v ; j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n,j
be a sequence of independent random variables defined on V and
n
jP x ' P x , v s a v x . 1.1 .  .  .  .n j
js0
 .Assuming standard normal distribution for the coefficients a v ' a ;j j
w xj s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, Kac 8 proved that the expected number of real zeros of
 .  .P x is asymptotic to 2rp log n as n tends to infinity. Since then, other
types of distributions for the coefficients have been considered and show
that the above asymptotic formula persists for most classes of distribution.
w xRecently Wilkins 14 reduced the error term involved in the asymptotic
formula and improved the previous results. These works on random
w xpolynomials are reviewed in Edelman and Kostlan 3 which includes a
geometric interpretation of the subject. The expected number of real
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 .  .solutions of the equation P x s K or K-level crossings of P x where Kn n
ranges through a sequence K such that K 2rn ª 0 as n ª ` is consid-n n
w xered by Farahmand 5 for normally distributed coefficients.
The objective of this paper is to generalize the known results in two
directions. We relax the normality assumption for the coefficients by
considering a general distribution with finite or infinite variance, and
 .obtain the result for the number of solutions of P x s K , rather than itsn
 .expected number. The trade off is to obtain bounds fairly narrow for this
number rather than the asymptotic value derived for the expected number
of solutions in the normal case.
We summarize our results in the following four theorems. In this entire
paper we denote any positive absolute constant value, not necessarily the
same at each occurrence, by C.
THEOREM 1. Let s 2 be the ¨ariance and t 3 be the third absolutej j
moment of a andj
k s max s , t s min s , T s max t .n j n j n j
0FjFn 0FjFn 0FjFn
 4Assume e is a sequence of numbers tending to zero such that e log n tendsn n
 .  y1r2 .to infinity as n tends to infinity, lim T rt is also finite, k rt s o e ,nª` n n n n n
and expectations of a 's are zero. Then, outside an exceptional set of P, thej
 .  .number of solutions of P x s K in the inter¨ al y1, 1 is at least
Cde log n ,n
1 1 X1r2yC < < .  < < .4   .4where d s F y K y 1 y F y K q . Also for K s o exp n ,2 2
 .  .  .the number of real solutions of P x s K in y`, y1 j 1, ` is at least
CYe log n.n
The measure of the exceptional set tends to zero as n tends to infinity and as
 .usual F t denotes the normal distribution function.
THEOREM 2. Following the notation of Theorem 1, assume additionally
2 1y7e r2. .yb ethat all s and t are finite and K - n log n where b ) 1 and ej j n
is any non-zero positi¨ e constant. Then there exists an v-set whose measure is
 .  .O 1 for large n such that, if P x is not in this v-set, the number ofn
 .  .solutions of P x s K in the inter¨ al y1, 1 is at mostn
22Cre log nrK .  4 .
 .  .and in y`, y1 j 1, ` is
C log2 n.
The measure of the exceptional set tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
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 .THEOREM 3. If the coefficients of P x are identically distributed with a
 < < a .common characteristic function exp yC t with a G 1, then outside an
exceptional set there are at least
C log nr log log n .
 .number of real solutions of P x s K for K rn ª 0 as n ª `. Then n
measure of the exceptional set tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
 .THEOREM 4. If the coefficients of P x satisfy the same assumptions as
2 ayaeye .r a  .y2 aeTheorem 3 and K - n log n , then the result of Theorem 2n
remains ¨alid.
 .Theorems 1 and 2 show that in the interval y1, 1 the number of
 .solutions of P x s K decreases as K increases, while outside thisn n
  1r2yC .4interval there is no significant reduction at least up to K s o exp n .n
Choosing constant C small in Theorem 1 will allow the value of K to ben
w xsignificantly larger than the upper limit assumed in Farahmand 5 . This is
also the case for Theorem 3; however, because of the nature of the
w xdistribution of coefficients there the comparison with 5 is less natural. As
far as the upper limit is concerned by choosing e small constant indepen-
’.  .dent of n in Theorems 2 and 4 we can let K be fairly close to O n , an
w xcase assumed in 5 . The distribution of coefficients in Theorems 3 and 4
represent the asymptotic stable distribution with infinite variance when
.1 F a - 2 . For a s 2 the coefficients are normally distributed and this
w xcase has been studied in 5 . The case of K s 0 has been studied by
w x w x w xLittlewood and Offord 9 , Samal 12 , and Samal and Mishra 13 and it is
w xreviewed in Bharucha-Reid and Sambandham 2 .
For all theorems, changing x to yx leaves the distribution of coeffi-
cients invariant. Therefore it suffices to give proofs for x positive.
2. FINITE VARIANCE
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Let l ' l s exp 1re where e is a sequence ofn n n
numbers tending to zero as n tends to infinity such that e log n tends ton
infinity. Let M be the integer defined by
22 2M ' M s 16e k rt l q 1 2.1 .  .n n n
and k be the integer determined by inequalities
M 2 k - n - M 2 kq2 .
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This implies that
C log n C log n
- k - .2 22 2 2 2log l q log 16e k rt log l q log 16e k rt .  . .  . 4  4n n n n
2.2 .
Let
x s 1 y My2 mm
w x w xfor m s kr2 q 1, kr2 q 2, . . . , k. There are kr2 points if k is even
 .  .and k q 1 r2 points if k is odd. We consider the polynomial P x at the
points x . We will assume n is sufficiently large such that with anm
 .appropriate choice of e from 2.2 , k and therefore m becomes large.n
We take








a x j .  m j m m j m /
The index j ranges from M 2 my1 q 1 to M 2 mq1 in X, from 0 to M 2 my1
in Y, and from remaining M 2 mq1 q 1 to n in Z. Obviously U and Um mq1
for all m are independent random variables. We also define
X 1r2
2 2 jV s 1r2 s x . . m j m /
 < <Let E and F be the events U ) V q K and U -m , K m , K 2 m 2 m 2 mq1
< <4  < < < <4yV q K and U - yV q K and U ) V q K , re-2 mq1 2 m 2 m 2 mq1 2 mq1
spectively. Since U and U are independent random variables we can2 m 2 mq1
write
p s Pr E j F .m , K m , K
< < < <s Pr U ) V q K Pr U - yV q K .  .2 m 2 m 2 mq1 2 mq1
< < < <q Pr U - yV q K Pr U ) V q K . 2.3 . .  .2 m 2 m 2 mq1 2 mq1
2 2 2  .If s is the variance of U then s s 4V . Let G t be the2 m 2 m 2 m 2 m 2 m
 < <.distribution function of U y K rs . Hence2 m 2 m
< <Pr U - yV q K .2 m 2 m
s G y1r2 .2 m
< < < <G F y1r2 y K y G y1r2 y F y1r2 y K . 2.4 .  . .  .2 m
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To continue we need the following lemma which is a consequence of the
w xcentral limit theorem and is presented in the following form by Berry 1
 w x w x.see also Esseen 4 or Samal 12 .
LEMMA 1. Suppose X , X , . . . , X are independent random ¨ariables with1 2 l
expectations a , a , . . . , a and ¨ariances and third absolute moments1 2 l
A2, A2 , . . . , A2 and B3, B3, . . . , B3, respecti¨ ely. Assume1 2 l 1 2 l
l l
2 2a s a , m s A , and L s max l , j n j l j
1-j-ljs0 js1
where
B2rA2 if A / 0j j jl sj  0 otherwise.
 .  . lLet G t be the distribution function of 1rm  X . Thenl n js1 j
2L l
sup G t y F t y a rs - , 4 .  .l mt l
 .where F t , as usual, is the normal distribution function.
 .Now from Lemma 1 and 2.4 we have
3 3< <sup G t y F t y K F T rV t . .  .2 m n 2 m n
t
 .This together with 2.4 gives
< < < < 3 3Pr U - yV q K G F y K y 1r2 y T rV t . 2.5 . . .2 m 2 m n 2 m n
 .Similarly we can evaluate the other terms of 2.3 as
< <Pr U y K ) V .2 m 2 m
s 1 y G 1r2 .2 m
< < < <) 1 y F y K q 1r2 q G 1r2 y F y K q 1r2 4 . .  .2 m
< < 3 3) 1 y F y K q 1r2 q T rV t . 2.6 . . 4n 2 m n
 .  .  .Hence from 2.3 , 2.5 , and 2.6 we have
< < 3 3p ) 1 y F y K q 1r2 y T rV t . 4n 2 m n
= < < 3 3F y K y 1r2 y T rV t . 4nq1 2 mq1 nq1
< < 3 3q F y K y 1r2 y T rV t . 4n 2 m n
= < < 3 31 y F y K q 1r2 y T rV t . 2.7 . . 4nq1 2 mq1 nq1
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But for all sufficiently large m
i¨
2 2 2 jV G t r4 x . m n m
M 2 m2 2 m y2 m) t r4 M 1 y 1rM 1 y M .  . .n
) t 2r4 M 2 mey2 , 2.8 . .n
where the summation in i¨ is from M 2 my1 q 1 to M 2 m, and use has
i¨ 2 m .been made of the fact that the number of terms in  is M 1 y 1rM .
 .Since the right hand side of 2.8 tends to infinity as n ª ` and since
 .lim T rt is finite, from 2.7 we can say that p is greater than anª` n n
quantity which tends to d .
LEMMA 2. Outside a set of measure at most Crk, either U ) V and2 m 2 m
U - yV or U - yV and U ) V for at least Ckd2 mq1 2 mq1 2 m 2 m 2 mq1 2 mq1
¨alues of m.
w x w xProof. For m s kr2 q 1, kr2 q 2, . . . , k we let h be random vari-m
ables which take value 1 on E j F , with probability d ) d , andm , K m , K m
zero otherwise, with probability 1 y d . The h 's are independent randomm m
 .  . 2variables with E h s d and Var h s d y d . Let q be the totalm m m m m
 .number of pairs U , U for which2 p 2 pq1
w xkr2 q 1 F 2 p - 2 p q 1 F k .
w xSince there are altogether k y kr2 values of m, q must be at least equal
 w x .to k y kr2 y 2 r2. Take
h s h , m
where the summation is over all the q pairs. Applying Tchebycheff's
inequality, we have, with 0 - e - dr2
2 2 2 2 2Pr h y E h G qe F Var h rq e F d rq e F 1rqe . 4 .  .  . m
Now since
w xq G k y kr2 y 2 r2 G k y 2 y kr2 s k y 4 r4 G Ck , .  . .
 .we can say that outside a set of measure at most Crk
h y E h - qe . .
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Therefore outside the exceptional set
h ) E h y qe s d y qe ) q d y e G Ckd . .  . m
In the following we show that the terms are not included in the E andm , K
 .F do not affect the number of solutions of P x s K except on a set ofm , K
measure significantly small. To this end the following lemmas would be
w xuseful, see also Samal 12 .
< Z j <LEMMA 3.  a x - V r2 except for a set of measure at mostj m m
 .2  .16 k rt exp y2 M q 2 .n n
Proof. By Tchebycheff's inequality,
Pr
Z
a x j G V r2 F 4
Z
s 2 x 2 j rV 2 j m m j m m /  /
F 4k 2
Z
x 2 j rV 2 .n m m /
But
Z
x 2 j F M 2 mey2 M . 2.9 . m
 .  .The result then follows from 2.8 and 2.9 .
< Y j <  Y 2 2 j.1r2LEMMA 4.  a x - l s x except for a set of measure at mostj m j m
ly2 .
Proof. The proof follows directly from Tchebycheff's inequality.
As we noted m is large when n is large. Thus from Lemmas 3 and 4, for
w x w xm s kr2 q 1, kr2 q 2, . . . , k
Y 1r2
2 2 jR - V r2 q l s x 2.10 .m m j m /
outside a set of measure at most
C exp yCl2 q Cly2 . .
 .  .But from 2.1 and 2.8 we have
Y 1r2
1r22 2 j 2 my1l s x - lk M q 1 . j m n /
1r22 m 2 2 2 2- lk M r 16e k l rt q 1 q 1 4 .n n n
- V r2. 2.11 .m
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 .  .Hence from 2.10 and 2.11 , outside the exceptional set of measure at
most
exp yCl2 q Cly2 .
we have
< < w x w xR - V for m s kr2 q 1, kr2 q 2, . . . , k .m m
Write
< < < <0 if R - V and R - V ;2 m 2 m 2 mq1 2 mq1z sm  1 otherwise.
Then if j s h y h z takes the value one there is at least one solutionm m m m
 .  .of P x s K in the interval x , x . Therefore the number of2 m 2 mq1
 .  . w xsolutions of P x s K in the interval x , x where m s kr2 q 12 m 2 kq1 00
must exceed k j . Butms m m0
E h z s E h z - Ez . .  m m m m m
- k q 1 1rl exp yCl2 q Cly2 . 4 .  .  .
Therefore
h z F k exp yCl2r2 q Cly1 4 . m m
except for a set of measure at most 1rl. Hence from Lemma 2 we have
j ) k Cd y exp yCl2r2 y Cly1 4 . m
outside a set of measure at most Crk q 1rl. That is,
k
22j ) Cd log nr log l q log k rt . . 4 m n n
msm0
outside an exceptional set the measure of which tends to zero.
For proof of the theorem in the case of x ) 1 we let y s 1rx and we
 .rewrite the equation P x s K as
n
ny j na y s Ky , j
js0
where 0 F y F 1. Now we replace E and F by E X n and F X n ,m , K m , K m , K y m , K y
X w x w x w . xwhere m s kr2 q 1, kr2 q 2, . . . , C q 1r2 k . Then for all suffi-
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ciently large n,
y n s exp ynMy2 m
X
- exp ynMy2Cq1r2.k .  .
- exp yn1r2yC . .
n  .  .Therefore Ky ª 0 as n ª `, and hence p in 2.7 tends to F y1r2
  .41 y F 1r2 . These modifications, indeed, will not affect the rest of the
w x w x .proof, since for this case q must be at least C q 1r2 k y kr2 y 2 r2
 .) Ck y 3 r2 ) Ck and the proof follows from the case of x F 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. In order to estimate the number of real roots in
 .  .the interval 0, 1 we restrict our attention first to the interval 1r2, 1 . It is
known that the real roots are clustered around one, see, for example,
w x w x w xFarahmand 6 , Farahmand and Smith 7 , and Wilkins 14 , and, therefore,
this interval would be expected to contribute to most of the real roots. Let
X  2 .  2 .  X. 2 .e s log 2 K rlog nrK and p s 1 q e 1 y log K rlog n rlog 2 and
w xlet k s p log n be the integer part of p log n. We denote by G circlesm
ym  .with centers x s 1 y 2 and with radii r s 1 y x r2, where m sm m m
1, 2, . . . , k and we put r s 1rn where x s 1. Since from the above0 0
definitions of p and e X we can show 2 p log n s 2n and therefore 2 k ) n
and hence x ) 1 y 1rn we can obtain the resultk
x q r y x q r ) 1r2n ) 0. .k k 0 0
Therefore the circle G extends beyond the circle G and hence the unionk 0
w xof the circles G , G , . . . , G covers the interval 1r2, 1 .0 1 k
wNow from a consequence of the well known formula of Jensen 11, pp.
x  .307]308 we can state the following: if g z is a regular function, the
 .number of roots of g z in a circle with center z and radius r, say0
 < < .N z y z - r , satisfies0
X< <N z y z - r F log max g z rg z log r rr , 2.12 .  .  .  . .  50 0X< <zyz -r0
where rX with rX ) r denotes the radius of a concentric circle. If we now
X  .put z s x , r s 2 r s 2 r from 2.12 we can state that the number of0 m m
 .real roots of the random equation P x s K in G satisfiesm
N G .m




 . 2  2 ..To estimate 2.13 , let s s E a v , and note that an application ofj
Tchebycheff's inequality yields that for all 0 F j F n and any positive
constant e
1ye .r2 e y1re 2 2re 2 ey1.rePr a v - n K ) 1 y 2s K n . 2.14 .  . .j
1ye .r2 e y1re <  . <  .Choosing n K as an upper limit of a v in 2.14 , arbitrarilyj
at this stage, such that together with the upper limit to be obtained in
 .  .  .2.17 and 2.18 leads to the required result. Therefore, from 2.14 , except
for a sample function in an v-set of measure at most 2s 2K 2r e n2 ey1.re
and for all sufficiently large n we have
n
i1ye .r2 e yeq1.remax P z , v r K y 1 - n K 1 q 2rn .  .  .n
< <z -1q2rn is0
- n1ye .r2 eKy eq1.re exp 2 q 4rn . .
2.15 .
To continue the proof of the theorem we utilize two lemmas about sums of
w xindependent random variables, due to Offord 10 :
LEMMA 5. Suppose that X , X , . . . , X is a sequence of independent real0 1 n
¨alued random ¨ariables and let
2 3 < < 3a s E X , b s var X , g s E X y a .  .  /j j j j j j j
1r3  .and put 2 r s min b rg . Then for all n ) 0j j j
j
max Pr t y y F X F t q y j /y`-t-` js0
y1r2y3F Cr n q 1 log n q 1 log n q 1 q r yr min b . .  .  . j /
j
LEMMA 6. Let X , X , . . . , X be a sequence of independent real ¨alued0 1 n
random ¨ariables and a , b , and g be defined as in Lemma 5. Let s denotej j j
nq1  .any subsequence j , j , . . . , j out of the 2 y n q 1 possible subse-0 1 n
quences of at least two terms with elements chosen from the natural numbers
0, 1, . . . , n. Put
2 r1r3 s min b rg , b s s min b . . .s j j j
jsj , j , . . . , j jsj , j , . . . , j0 1 n 0 1 n
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Then
n
max Pr t y y - X - t q y j 5y`-t-` js1
y3 y1r2F C min r m s log m s log m s q yr rb s , .  .  .  .s s
s
 .where m s is the number of terms in the subsequence s, and the minimum is
nq1  .taken o¨er all 2 y n q 1 possible subsequences s.
 .To estimate the denominator of 2.13 for m ) 0 we put
M m s ylog nr2 log 1 y 2ym s ylog nr2 log x 2.16 .  .  .m
 .  .and let I m denote the integer part of M m . In order to apply Lemma 6
 .  .to P x , v , we take the sequence s to be the subsequence 1, 2, . . . , I mn m
and X s a x jrk. Hencej j
a s 0, b 2 s s 2 x 2 jKy2 , g 3 s x 3 jt 3Ky3j j m j m
2 r1r3 s min b rg s srt s 2 r1r3 say , . .s j j
 .js1, 2, . . . I m
3  <  . < 3.where t s E a v andj
b s s min s x Im.rK ) srn1r2K . . m
 .isi , i , . . . , I m1 2
 .  .  .  .Since 1r2 M m - I m F M m , applying Lemma 6 we obtain
ey1.r2 e 1ye .rePr P x , v r K y 1 F n K .  . 4n m
y1r2y3 2 ey1.r2 e 1reF Cr M m r2 log M m log M m q rn K rs . 4  4 .  .  .
2.17 .
 .Also applying Lemma 5 to P x , v we getn 0
1ye .re 1ye .rePr P x , v r K y 1 F n K .  . 4n 0
y1r2y3 ey1.r2 e 1reF Cr n q 1 log n q 1 log n q 1 q rn K rs 4 .  .  .
2.18 .
 .  .  .  .  .since min b s srK . Therefore from 2.13 , 2.15 , 2.17 , and 2.18 andj j
except for sample polynomials in an v-set
N G - Cre log nrK 2 . 2.19 .  .  . .m
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The measure of the exceptional set is at most
y1r22 2re 2 ey1.re y32s K n q Cr n q 1 log n q 1 .  .
= ey1.r2 e 1relog n q 1 q rn K rs .
for m s 0, and for m ) 0 is
y1r22 2re 2 ey1.re y32s K n q Cr M m r2 log M m .  .
= 2 ey1.r2 e 1relog M m q rn K rs . 2.20 .  .
 .  .Considering circles G , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , k, from 2.19 , 2.20 and outside thei
exceptional set, the number of roots inside all the circles is at most
2 2k q 2 Cre log nrK F p log n q 2 Cre log nrK 4 .  . .  .
2X 2F 1 q e Cre log nrK . 2.21 4 .  . 4 .
The measure of the exceptional set is at most
Cs 2K 2r e n2 ey1.re
y1r2y3 ey1.r2 e 1req Cr n q 1 log n q 1 log n q 1 q rn K .  .  .
k
y1r2y3 2q Cr M m log M m 4 .  .
ms0
k
y1r2y2 2 ey1.r2 e 1req Cr n K rs M m log M m . 2.22 4 4  .  .  .
ms0
To show that the measure of the exceptional set tends to zero as n tends
1r e 1y7e .r2 e  .yb r2to infinity, we first observe that since K F n log n the
 .  y3r2 yb .first term of 2.22 is O n log n , uniformly in e and K. Similarly we
 .y1r2 2 .4can show that the second term is O n q 1 log n q 1 . In order to
 .obtain an upper limit for the last two terms of 2.22 from the definition of
 .  .  . mM m in 2.16 we note that M m ) C2 log n. Therefore the last two
 .  .y1r2 2 .4terms of 2.22 are at most O log n log log n . Hence the measure
 .of the exceptional set in 2.11 tends to zero as n ª `.
To complete the proof of the theorem we now consider the interval
 .  .0, 1r2 . To avoid the difficulty that the denominator of 2.12 becomes
small and as a result the upper limit of the number of real roots becomes
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Y w xlarge, we take a circle with center r in 0, 1r2 and radius 1r2. The circle
< Y < Y U  < Y < 4z y r F 1 y r contained in the circle G s z: z y r F 1r2 is
< Y <N z y r F 1r2 .
Y YF log max P z , v r K y 1 r P r , v r K y 1 log 2 1 y r . .  .  .  .  . 5n n
< <z -1
2.23 .
 .Similar to 2.15 we can show
2q3e .r4e y1qe .rePr max P z , v r K y 1 - 16n K .  . 5n
< <z -1
) 1 y s 2 n3ey2.r2 eK 2r e . 2.24 .
 Y .To apply Lemma 6 to P r , v we take the subsequence s to be then
w Y xsequence 1, 2, . . . , l where l s y log nrlog r is the integer part ofn n
log nrlog rY. Since
b s s min b s s rY lnrK G srnK . i
is1, 2, . . . , ln
from Lemma 6 we can obtain
Y 3ey2.r4e 1ye .rePr P r , v r K y 1 - n K .  . 4n
F CrYy3ly1r2 log l log l q rY n7ey2.r4eK 1r ers . 2.25 . 4n n n
 .  .  .Finally from 2.23 , 2.24 , 2.25 , and outside the sample polynomials in an
v-set of measure not exceeding
O n3ey2.r2 eK 2r e q O ly1r2 n7ey2.r4eK 1r e log l 2.26 .  . .n n
 Y . w xthe number of roots of P r , v on the interval 0, 1r2 is at mostn
log nrK 2 re log 2 1 y rY . . .
1r e 1y7e r2.r2 e  .yb r2Using K F n log n , it is easy to verify that for b G 1 the
 .measure of the exceptional set in 2.26 tends to zero as n ª `. In the
following we will show that for x ) 1 the number of roots of the equation
 .  .P x, v s K is the same as that of the equation P x, v s 0. To this endn n
 .let y s 1rx and note that we can rewrite Eq. 1.1 as
n
ny i na y s Ky , 2.27 . i
is0
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where 0 F y F 1. First we note that for any 0 F y F 1 y d where d s
 .  .log n r2n the right side of 2.27 , for all sufficiently large n, is
n ’Ky - Kr n ª 0.
 .2 w xTherefore O log n obtained by Samal 12 as upper bound for the
 .number of real roots of P x, v s 0 can be used here for 0 - y - 1 y d .n
For 1 y d F y F 1 we consider a circle with center at z s 1 y dr2 and0
X  .radius r s dr2 and we let r s d . From 2.12 we can easily say that the
 . nnumber of roots of the equation P y, v s Ky in 1 y d F y F 1 is atn
most
n nlog max P z , v r Kz y 1 r P 1 y dr2, v r Kz y 1 log 2. .  .  .  . 5n n 0
< <z -1qd
2.28 .
Since, by Tchebycheff's inequality for all 0 F j F n
2 2Pr a v - n ) 1 y n q 1 s rn .  . .j
we can show that except for a sample function in an v-set of measure at
 . 2 2most n q 1 s rn
n 3max P z , v r Kz y 1 - n rK log n. 2.29 .  .  .n
< <z -1qd
Also by Lemma 5
nPr P z , v r Kz y 1 - 1rKn . 4 .n 0 0
y1r2y3- Cr n q 1 log n q 1 log n q 1 q rrs 2.30 4 .  .  .  .
 .nsince min b ) 1 y dr2 rK s 1rKn, for all sufficiently large n. There-i i
 .  .  .fore from 2.28 , 2.29 , 2.30 , and outside the exceptional set, the number
 . n  .of roots of P y, v s Ky in 1 y d , 1 is at most C log n. It is easy to seen
the measure of the exceptional set, in this case, also tends to zero as
n ª `. This completes proof of Theorem 2.
3. INFINITE VARIANCE
Proof of Theorem 3. We shall follow the line of proof in Section 2 with
modifications where necessary. We assume l ' l s log n. We let M bem
the integer defined by
w 1qa a xM ' M s 2 el q 1 3.1 .n
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and the same definition for k, that is, k is the integer determined by
inequality M 2 k - n - M 2 kq2 and we have
C log n r log l - k - C log n r log l . .  .  .  .
 .For this case it would now be necessary to consider the polynomial P x at
the points
1ray2 mx s 1 q M .m
w x w xfor the same range of m as before, i.e., m s kr2 q 1, kr2 q 2, . . . , k.
Now we let
X 1ra
X a jV s xm m /
and we define EX and FX as E and F with V replaced by V X .m , K m , K m , K m , K m m
 < < a .Since the characteristic function of a is exp yC t the characteristicj
 < < a X a .function of U is exp yC t V . Hence the characteristic function ofm m
 . X  < < a X .U y K rV is exp yC t y KrV . But for all sufficiently large mm m m
1ra 2 mM raX 2 m 2 my1 y2 m 2 m ra y1raV G M y M 1 y M ) M e . 3.2 .  .  .m
Therefore
KrV X - CKMy2 m ra ; CKrnm
 .which tends to zero as m tends to infinity. Thus p defined as in 2.3 will
tend to
2G y1 1 y G 1 s g 4 .  .a a
with g ) 0, and G is the distribution function of a random variable witha
 < < a .characteristic function exp yC t . Therefore similar to the finite vari-
ance case we can prove an analogue of Lemma 2. The following lemma is
w xan easy consequence of a lemma of Samal and Mishra 13 .
LEMMA 7. If the random ¨ariable a has the characteristic function
 < < a .exp yC t where a G 1 then for any f ) 0
< < 1qa aPr a ) f - 2 Cr 1 q a f . . .
Now we can proceed to prove the analogue of Lemmas 3 and 4.
< Z j < XLEMMA 8.  a x - V r2 except for a set of measure at mostj m m
1q2 a 1yM  .2 Ce r 1 q a .
Proof. The characteristic function of Za x j isj m
< < a
Z
a jexp yC t x . m /
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Hence by using Lemma 5,
Z
Xjp s Pr a x G V r21 j m m /
Z
aX1q2 a a jF 2 C x 1 q a V . 3.3 .  .  . m m /
But
Z
2 mq1 M 2 mq1q1a a M q1. a 2 m y2 mjx F x r 1 y x s M 1 y M . . m m m
M 2 mq1q12 m y2 mF M 1 y M .
M 2 mq12 m y2 m 2 m yMF M 1 y M F M e . 3.4 .  .
 .  .Therefore from 3.2 ] 3.4 we have
p F 21q2 a Ce1yMr 1 q a . 3.5 .  .1
< Y j <  Y a j.1r aLEMMA 9.  a x - l  x except for a set of measure at mostj m m
21qa Cr 1 q a la . .
Proof. The characteristic function of Ya x j isj m
< < a
Y
a jexp yC t x . m /
Therefore by using Lemma 5 we have
Y Y 1ra
j a j 1qa aPr a x G l x F C2 r 1 q a l . . j m m / 5
w x w xThus from Lemmas 8 and 9 for m s kr2 q 1, kr2 q 2, . . . , k, we can
obtain
Y 1ra
a jR - V r2 q l x 3.6 .m m m /
yM ya  .except for a set of measure at most Ce q Cl . But from 3.2 we have
Y 1ra
1raa j 2 my1x - M q 1 . m /
1ra2 my1.r a y2 my1.F M 1 q M .
F 21r aM 2 my1.r a
1ra XF 2 erM V . 3.7 .  .m
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 .  .  .Hence from 3.1 , 3.5 , and 3.6 and outside the exceptional set we have
w x w xfor m s kr2 q 1, kr2 q 2, . . . , k
< < XR - V .m m
Thus except for a set of measure at most
Crk q C k q 1 eyM q C k q 1 lya .  .
the polynomial has a solution between x and x for at least Ck2 m 2 mq1
values of m. It can easily be proved that the measure of the exceptional set
tends to zero. The proof of the theorem for x G 1 is immediate by
 . n nyj n  .rewriting Eq. 1.1 as  a x s Ky and noting that if Krn ª 0 thenjs0 j
Ky nrn - Krn ª 0 and the result for the case of x F 1 can be used.
Proof of Theorem 4. We indicate below those steps of the proof of
 .Theorem 2 which need modification. The partition of the interval 1r2, 1
by the circles G , G , . . . , G and other steps not mentioned here remain0 1 k
unchanged. For the proof of Theorem 4 we need the following lemma due
w xto Samal and Mishra 13, p. 559 :
 .LEMMA 10. If a random ¨ariable a v has characteristic function
 < < a .exp yc t where 1 F a F 2 then for any f ) 0
yaPr a v ) f - Cf , . .
where C is a constant only dependent on a .
Using Lemma 10 therefore it is easy to show that for all 0 F j F n
y1r2y1re eqayae .r2 aePr a v - K log n n .  . 5j
ar2a re eqaeya .r2 e) 1 y CK log n n . .
Therefore, outside an exceptional set of measure at most CK are
 .ar2 eqaeya .r2 elog n n ,
max P z , v r K y 1 .  .n
< <z -1q2rn
1r2eqaqae .r2 ae 2 eq1.re- n e y 1 r2 K log n . 3.8 .  .  .
 . y1re  .1r2 ayaeye .r2 aeNow denote by g ' g K, n s K log n n , then using
 .the inversion formula, and since the characteristic function of P x, v rKn
is
n




Pr P x , v r K y 1 - 1rKg 4 .  .n m
nc1y1 ai tr g K yi tr g K a j< <s 2p lim e y e exp yc trK x rit dt .  . H m /c ª` yc1 1 js0
nc1 a a j< <s 2rp lim sin trgK exp yc trK x rt dt .  . H m /c ª` 01 js0
nc1 a a jF 2rp gK lim exp yc trK x dt .  . H m 5c ª` 01 js0
2G 1ra .
s 1raay1.r a 1ra n a jp gaK c  x .js0 m
C
s , 3.9 .1raa jay1.r a n ymgK  1 y 2 . 5js1
for m s 1, 2, . . . , k and for m s 0
C
Pr P x , v r K y 1 - 1rKg - . 3.10 4 .  .  .n 0 ay1.r a 1ragK n
 .  .  .  .Therefore, from 2.13 , 3.8 , 3.9 , 3.10 , and outside exceptional sample
polynomials in an v-set
y1 2N G - e log 2 log nrK . 3.11 .  .  . .m
The measure of the exceptional set is at most
ar2a re . eqaeya .r2 eCK log n n .
y1r2aqeyae .r ae aeyaye .r2 aeq CK n log n 3.12 .  .
for m s 0 and m ) 0 is
ar2a re . eqaeya .r2 eCK log n n .
y1ran
y1r2 a jaqeyae .r ae aeqeya .r2 ae ymq CK log n n 1 y 2 . .  . 5
js0
3.13 .
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 . Considering circles G , G , . . . , G from 3.11 and since p log n s 1 q1 2 k
X.  2 .e log nrK we can show that outside the exceptional set the number of
 .real roots in the interval 1r2, 1 is at most
2X 21 q e Cre log nrK . 3.14 4 .  . 4 .
The measure of the exceptional set is at most
ar2a re eqaeya .r2 ek q 2 CK log n n .  .
y1r2aqeyae .r ae aeyaye .r2 aeq CK n log n .
y1r2aqeyae .r ae aeyaye .r2 aeq CK n log n .
=
y1rak n
a jym1 y 2 . 3.15 .  .  5
ms1 js0
1r e ayaeye .r2 ae  .ya  X .It is easy to see, since K - n log n and k q 2 - 1 q e
 2 .  .log nrK q 2 , that the first two terms of 3.15 tend to zero as n ª `.
 .Now we show that the summation appearing in the last term of 3.15 is a
constant, and therefore this term also tends to zero as n tends to infinity.
m p log n  2 .1qe X ymTo this end, since 2 - 2 s nrK and hence 1 y 2 - 1 y
 2 .1qe XK rn we have
y1rak n
a jym1 y 2 .  5
ms1 js0
k y1raa n aym ymF 1 y 1 y 2 r 1 y 1 y 2 .  . 4  4
ms1
k y1raa nX1qe 1ra2 ymF 1 y 1 y K rn a 2 . .  5
ms1
k
y1raX1ra 2 ym ra- a 1 y exp yaK 1 q e 2 3.16 4 .  .
ms1
 ym .a ym  .since for a G 1 we have 1 y 2 ) 1 y a 2 . From 3.16 we can see
 .that the last term of 3.15 tends to zero as n ª `.
w xNow we consider the segment 0, 1r2 . We take a circle with center zero
< <and radius 1r2. This circle is, obviously, interior to the circle z F 1 and
 .  .therefore from 2.12 we can see that the number of roots of P z, v inn
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< <the circle z F 1r2 does not exceed
log max P z , v r K y 1 r P 0, v r K y 1 log 2. 3.17 .  .  .  .  . 5n n
< <z -1
 .Similar to 3.17 we can show that except for sample functions in an v-set
are  .ar2 eqaeya .r2 eof measure at most CK log n n ,
1r2eqaqae .r2 ae eq1.remax P z , v r K y 1 - n r2 K log n . 3.18 .  .  .  .n
< <z -1
 .Also using the inversion formula similar to 3.10 we can obtain
Pr P 0, v r K y 1 - 1rKg 4 .  .n
ay1.r as Pr a v r K y 1 - 1rKg - CrgK . 3.19 4 .  .  .0
 .  .Therefore from 3.17 ] 3.19 we show that outside the exceptional set the
w xnumber of real roots in 0, 1r2 is at most
y1 2e log 2 log nrK . .  .
The measure of the exceptional set is less than
ar2a re eqaeya .r2 e ay1.r aCK log n n q CrgK .
2  .y 1yaar2ya 1ya .r a- log n q K log n .  .
which obviously tends to zero as n ª `. For x ) 1, let y s 1rx and
 .  .similar to 2.25 we can show that for 0 F y F 1 y d where d s log n r2n
 .the result can be followed from the equation P x, v s 0. For 1 y d Fn
y F 1, we consider a circle with center 1 y dr2 and radius dr2. This circle
is contained in the circle with the same center 1 y dr2 and radius d .
Therefore we need to find an upper bound for
n nlog max P z , v r Ky y 1 r P 1 y d , v r Ky y 1 log 2. 3.20 4 .  .  .  .  .n n
 .In a similar way to 3.8 we can show that outside a sample function in an
 .3ay1v-set of measure at most Cr n q 1
4n ’max P z , v r Ky y 1 - n q 1 n . 3.21 4 .  .  .  .n
 . n Now since the characteristic function of P z, v rKy is exp yc ?n
< n < a n a j.  .trKy  y by using the inversion formula as we did in 3.9 we canjs0
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obtain
nPr P 1 y d , v rKy y 1 - 1rn 4 .n
n
C1 ai tr n yi tr n n a j< <s 1r2p lim e y e exp yc trKy y dt .  . H  5C ª` yC1 1 js0
n
C1 an a j< <- 2rp n lim exp yc trKy y dt . H  5C ª` 01 js0
1ra1ra a j- 2G 1ra Krp nac y .  .  .
s CKrn. 3.22 .
 .  .Finally, from 3.20 ] 3.22 and outside sample functions in an v set of
 .1y3ameasure at most C n q 1 q Krn we can say the number of roots for
 3r2 .441 y d - y - 1 is at most log n n q 1 rlog 2 s C log n. This com-
pletes the proof of Theorem 4.
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